
 

 

                                                                 Lesson Plan 

Teacher: Riekie Baird Observer:  Date and time:  

Class level:  Intermediate Room:  Expected number of students: 12 

Context: Adjectives 

Teaching aids: Flashcards, White board, Blank paper for drawing, Worksheets 

Student objectives: Have a thorough understanding of what an 
adjective is.  Be able to add adjectives to basic sentences. Be 
able to identify the adjective in a sentence.  
 

Personal aims: To have all students partake in discussions. To 
get each student to fully understand the context.  

To limit teacher talk time. 
 

Anticipated problems for students: Not being familiar with 
Noun and verb.   Not grasping the context 

Solutions: teacher to explain noun and verb in introduction.  
Using basic sentences and then escalating the difficulty level. 

Anticipated problems for teacher:  Students might be shy/ not 
wanting to partake.  Students might not want to draw pictures. 

Solutions: Teacher to lead class and ask some students specific 
questions.  Explain to students that all need to draw “stick 
figures”, no fancy drawing.  Drawings need to be completed in 
10 seconds, to ensure no student have time to do complicated 
drawings.  Teacher to partake in drawing by drawing on the 
whiteboard – teacher sets the standard by drawing very basic 
pictures. 

Procedure Phase Timing Interaction 

Greeting  2 min T - S 

Introduction: Flashcards (students to describe the picture in one sentence,  point out 
the difference between the pictures)   Show both sets of flashcards. 

Presentation 3 min T - S 

Flashcards: What is an adjective? Presentation 3 min T - S 

Write the 2 basic sentences on the whiteboard, and explain the parts of speech (only 
noun and verb)  Add an adjective to first sentence, and explain what an adjective is. Ask 
students to add adjectives to the 2

nd
 sentence.  

Presentation 5 min T - S 

Hand out blank paper for drawing.  Each student should draw a picture of the sentence 
that is read out by the teacher.    

Practice 5 min T - S 

Flashcard:  Order of adjectives .  
Explain to students by using a sentence in the wrong order and right order.  Let them 
hear it and decide which one sounds right. 

Presentation/ 
Practice 

7 min T - S 

Worksheet :  Order of adjectives Produce 10 min S 

Worksheet :  Write a letter to a friend describing the items you saw/bought/things you 
experienced when visiting a mall/market/fair/ shop. 

Produce 15 min S 

    

    

    

    

 


